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Abstract—Digital signatures have been widely used by both private and government agencies. However, the use of chain digital 
signatures is still not widely used, especially in the military world. This results in a lack of ability to ensure data integrity, where it will 
be difficult to find out who has made changes to the document and to find out the original source of the document. This paper proposes 
a digital signature chain as a solution to guarantee data authenticity and prevent tampering during transmission. This technique 
involves creating a chain of digital signatures that are attached to data before it is sent over the network. The proposed method is 
expected to provide a more secure and efficient way to ensure data integrity, compared to traditional methods such as encryption and 
checksums. This paper evaluates the effectiveness of the proposed method through a series of experiments and shows that digital 
signature chains are an effective and reliable way to secure and maintain data transmission over networks. The proposed research aims 
to evaluate the effectiveness of digital signature chain technology in ensuring data security and integrity and to provide 
recommendations for its implementation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the modern era data transmission security and integrity become important [1]. It is to ensure that the transmitted information 
or data remains confidential and does not change during the transfer process. One technique that can be used is a chain of digital 
signatures [2]. A chained Digital Signature is a cryptographic method that is expected to provide a strong framework for 
verifying the authenticity and integrity of transmitted data. There are several significant advantages to be gained by 
implementing a serial digital signature, including ensuring that the sender of the data can be identified by the recipient and can 
also re-track who sent the data the first time [3]. Second, the chain structure guarantees the chronological order of data 
transmission, making it impossible for any malicious actor to modify or manipulate information without being detected.  

Along with the increase of digital devices and networks used, there is also a growing need for secure and reliable methods of 
data transmission. Digital signature chain technology has emerged as a potential solution for secure data transmission, ensuring 
both data security and integrity [2]. The use of digital signature chain technology can help to prevent unauthorized access, 
modification, and tampering of sensitive data. However, there is still not much research regarding the application of digital 
signature chain technology. This study aims to address this gap by exploring the use of digital signature chain technology for 
secure data transmission over networks, with the goal of enhancing the security and integrity of data. 
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The increasing use of digital devices and networks has led to a new challenge, namely, to ensure data security and integrity 
when data is transmitted. Highly confidential data needs to be transmitted securely and reliably, to prevent unauthorized access, 
modification, and tampering. In this study, digital signature chain technology can be a potential solution to ensure data security 
and integrity. However, research regarding the application of this technology is still very minimal. The gap between this 
research and previous research is the use of digital signature chains to further improve data integrity, with a pattern like that 
used by blockchains. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A digital signature is a mathematical scheme used to prove the authenticity of a digital message or document [2]. This scheme 
ensures that data and information are indeed obtained from appropriate sources. A digital signature consists of a sequence of 
hash functions generated from a specific hash function algorithm and encoded (encrypted) using an asymmetric key 
cryptography algorithm [4]. The signature is then verified using the public key. 

The digital signature is made by affixing a "sign" in the form of codes that are placed at the end of the document. These codes 
are generated from the process of encrypting messages with cryptographic algorithms [5]. With the existence of this digital 
signature, a recipient of the  message can be sure that the documents they receive are correct and original, originating 
from the actual sender of the message, and that there are no modifications in the document by unauthorized parties or intruders 
[6]. 

The Digital Signature scheme aims to enhance security and efficiency in IoT applications by leveraging the cryptographic 
properties of elliptic curves [7] [8]. It provides a lightweight and computationally efficient digital signature solution suitable for 
resource constrained IoT devices. Digital signatures have been very widely used for the needs of the health sector, IoT, and 
other fields. 

Back in the years, Leslie Lamport, in his paper from 1981, proposed a method for password authentication, based on sequential 
hash calculations starting from a given initial value [9]. This study departs from the method carried out by the hash chain. A 
hash chain is generally defined as the iterative application of a cryptographic hash function to a given data asset. This type of 
cryptographic hash can be very useful in certain security settings. By providing successive chains, hash chains make it more 
difficult for snooping hackers to hijack data assets by applying a single input [10]. The same thing can be applied to digital 
signatures where each signature will be linked sequentially. Hash chains are much like block chains [11], in that they both use 
cryptographic hash functions and create links between two nodes. However, blockchains are generally intended to support 
distributed agreement around public ledgers (data) and incorporate a set of rules for data encapsulation and associated data 
permissions [12].   

III. METHODOLOGY 

This study is to investigate the application of digital signature chain technology for securing data transmission over networks. 
This study aims to evaluate the effectiveness of digital signature chain technology in ensuring data security and integrity, as 
well as to identify its advantages and limitations. The research will also provide recommendations for the implementation of 
digital signature chain technology. This study is expected to contribute to the development of best practices for implementing 
digital signature chain technology, as well as to the understanding of its effectiveness in ensuring data security and integrity. 
This study will provide valuable insights for military organizations and other sectors that rely on secure data transmission. 

The research will use a mixed-method approach, including a literature review and a case study. The literature review will 
provide an overview of existing research on digital signature chain technology and its application in various contexts, including 
the government sector. The case study will involve the implementation of digital signature chain technology, and its evaluation 
based on various parameters such as data security, integrity, and efficiency. To ensure data integrity during network 
transmission, we propose the digital signature chain process as shown in figure.1 below. 
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Fig. 1. Digital Signature Processes 

Data will be signed by the sender using their private key to be sent to the recipient. And then the recipient of the data will verify 
the signature to ensure the authenticity of the signature using the sender's public key. In addition to maintaining data security 
and integration, the use of digital signature chains also provides non-repudiation, meaning that the sender cannot deny having 
sent the data (message or document) because their digital signature is proof of their identity. 

Digital signature chains have been applied in various contexts, including mobile applications [13], finance, healthcare, and 
government but it still needs further research on the application of this technology in many sectors where data security and 
integrity are of utmost importance. Kim [14] in his paper, proposed a hash chain-based electronic signature model to ensure 
authentication and integrity of routing and forwarding messages in a sensor network. That's because the public key-based digital 
signature has some disadvantages: it costs a lot to use, and it takes a long time during the process of generating and verifying 
digital signatures. Therefore, it is confirmed that this hash chain-based digital signature model is more proper in a sensor 
network where routing and forwarding messages can frequently happen. 

At the sign process, the signature will use El Gamal Scheme digital signature to build the signature chain [13] [14] [15]. The 
ElGamal signature scheme is a digital signature scheme which is based on the difficulty of computing discrete logarithms. It 
was described by Taher Elgamal in 1985 [16]. The ElGamal signature scheme is a digital signature scheme based on the 
algebraic properties of modular exponentiation, together with the discrete logarithm problem. The algorithm uses a key pair 
consisting of a public key and a private key. The private key is used to generate a digital signature for a message, and such a 
signature can be verified by using the signer's corresponding public key. 

This research will also use AES encryption to encrypt the signature. Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is a cryptographic 
symmetric encryption algorithm that is quite popular in the IT world [17] [18]. AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) is a 
continuation of the obsolete DES (Data Encryption Standard) encryption algorithm [18]. The AES algorithm is used to secure 
data [20]. AES encryption has a very strong key on your box that can only be unlocked with a very specific key. The lock is so 
strong that it would be very difficult for someone to crack it and open the box without the proper key. 

Following are the captures of the generated pseudo code, conducted while research process: 

 

Fig. 2. Key generating process. 

This function is used to generate, for further explanation, you can refer to ElGamal Digital signature scheme, Key Generation 
section. 
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Fig. 3. Sign Process 

This function is the main function for the signing process, in the first line the function will take of the data message digest and 
then do the ElGamal signature signing process. After the signing process, the function will combine the signature with the 
previous signature using the specified delimiter or initiate it, if it does not exist, and then generate a new signature into the file at 
the specified path and data ready to deliver. 

 

Fig. 4. Extracting Signature chain 

On the other side process, the data recipient will do the opposite process to verify the data, the first process is to extract the 
signature and then decrypt it to get the original signature data. After the signature is decrypted, the next process is to split each 
signature using a defined delimiter and then return it as an array of signatures. 

 

Fig. 5. Validating Signature 

This is the main function for signature validation, after the function collect the message digest, then the function will extract the 
signature and validate it using private key if the signature identically with the message digest it will return true as a result. This 
process will repeat to validate each of the signatures. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The study was conducted by using ElGamal digital signature scheme, and then adding some process after signing the data, 
before transmitting it over the network. 
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4.1. Implementation of Digital Signature Chain 

This study proposed the digital signature chain using ElGamal signature scheme, with the following steps: 

 

Fig. 6. Signature Chain Proses 

After generating the public/private key, and then collecting the data hash, the hash then signed the data. After that the new 
signature will combine with the previously encrypted signature and then encrypt it. The process will remain the same for the 
next data transmission. 

At the recipient, the process will be as follows, first, the signature will decrypt back to get the original signature, then extract to 
get 2 signatures, and then validate the first signature with the public key. To validate the previous signature the second signature 
will decrypt back to get a pair of signatures (new signature and previous decrypted signature) the process flow as shown below 
on figure 7. 

 

Fig. 7. Signature Validation Process 

4.2. Analysis of Experiment Results 

After doing research and creating a simulation program, as well as conducting several trials, the following results were obtained. 

4.2.1. Positive Test Case 

The positive test case will be using 3 steps of signature and 4 step verification, the process will start by generating public and 
private keys, once the key is generated then the file will be signed by the user and then the signature will combine with the 
previous signature chain and then encrypted using current user public key. Below is the test result:   
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TABLE I.  PUBLIC AND PRIVATE KEY GENERATION 

User 
Private 

Key 

Public key 

q P g y 

User_1 187 179 359 136 135 

User_2 414339 
5817

43 
127983

47 
53525

26 
102842

32 

User_3 130 199 797 412 196 

 

Using the key above, the test file is signed for further storage as a digital signature chain, with the result as follows: 

TABLE II.  SUCCESSFUL SIGNATURE PROCESS 

User 
Signature 

s1 s2 Encrypted Chain 

User
_1 

227513045666
800227530559
047085985563
875 9 

Z/on3Fx752NMKGUAT
bnnBLudZsmaaery8Eg0
TxvMLWT/4zXUcpGn
HWXm7aqgm+jc 

User
_2 

309653934047
846926082640
053862585731
101 

21309
6 

c8b56SrkRADPyqWLO
7yDT5v9oUcwaDF4oK
HUT1R1ucSVKp67Gfy
gdB5SzHB7O+cI7T0F6
C6E59fM 
NmszaF7JVabZ4S2FlY
TyxIoM0D47mdlSFVsQ
0huVK9NvjmIjpbS4Jp9
gBgc+t7Uhb7d6rwp0ng
== 

User
_3 

239584861191
002191280975
423061868420
105 164 

XaS/kt9fU0Des8nuSvDt
DUKnQttSxvqQDwaRu
+P14hMTyvlkyxt4oLa9
MaoUMxw1Kwo3mys2
NI2H 
gjv3JFltkwMtswWt9Lzv
S/ckm/NfB8KKR5FNF5
m2A22bttLWYL7psnv2
MZVaYX+qcQphsdnu7
h1y 
NgQiBTZgIANA5BeC7
1I6gbFZakDXdaY+9IX
pGbCSywgxt24Z/6Df9fa
CJvGNinq6bmFpa/ALG
IPj 
k/j4BWDrxVh46M4l2sb
aDEaB6Z8roWb73WvH
8zpskCVkdMO9NQ== 
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The signature chain will encrypt and decrypt using AES Encryption by using the public key as a secret key to encrypt and 
decrypt the signature chain. The signature chain will consist of: 

signature1: signature2_previousSignatureChain 

Each signature is also verified simultaneously, user_1 signature will be verified by user_2 signature and then user_2 signature 
will also be verified by user_3 and finally user_4 will verify all signatures in one time process. The previous signature can 
contain one or more signatures. 

The sign and verification process are shown as below: 

User 1 signing data [TestObject.pdf] 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Signature 1 :227513045666800227530559047085985563875 

Signature 2 :9 

Previous chain: null 

Current Encrypted Chain: 

New Chain to encrypt: 

227513045666800227530559047085985563875:9_ 

User Public Key (used to encrypt/decrypt) :179359136135 

Encrypted New Chain: 

Z/on3Fx752NMKGUATbnnBLudZsmaaery8Eg0TxvMLWT/4zXUcpGnHWXm7aqgm+jc 

=========================================== 

 

User 2 verifying User 1 signature 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Current Encrypted Chain: 

Z/on3Fx752NMKGUATbnnBLudZsmaaery8Eg0TxvMLWT/4zXUcpGnHWXm7aqgm+jc 

User Public Key (used to encrypt/decrypt) :179359136135 

Decrypted chain: 

227513045666800227530559047085985563875:9_ 

Previous Signature 1 :227513045666800227530559047085985563875 

Previous Signature 2 :9 

Previous chain: null 

Signature Validation 

VALID Signature, using ElGamal Digital signature scheme. 

=========================================== 
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User 2 signing data [TestObject.pdf] 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Signature 1 :309653934047846926082640053862585731101 

… 

[intentional chunk] 

…. 

Encrypted New Chain: 

c8b56SrkRADPyqWLO7yDT5v9oUcwaDF4oKHUT1R1ucSVKp67GfygdB5SzHB7O+cI7T0F6C6E59fM 
NmszaF7JVabZ4S2FlYTyxIoM0D47mdlSFVsQ0huVK9NvjmIjpbS4Jp9gBgc+t7Uhb7d6rwp0ng== 

=========================================== 

 

User 3 verifying User 2 signature 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Current Encrypted Chain: 

c8b56SrkRADPyqWLO7yDT5v9oUcwaDF4oKHUT1R1ucSVKp67GfygdB5SzHB7O+… 

[intentional chunk] 

VALID Signature, using ElGamal Digital signature scheme. 

=========================================== 

 

User 3 verifying User 1 signature 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

User Public Key (used to encrypt/decrypt) :179359136135 

[intentional chunk] 

VALID Signature, using ElGamal Digital signature scheme. 

=========================================== 

 

User 3 signing data [TestObject.pdf] 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Signature 1 :239584861191002191280975423061868420105 

Signature 2 :164 

[intentional chunk] 

=========================================== 
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User 4 verifying ALL signature. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

___User 3 signature validation___ 

Current Encrypted Chain: 

XaS/kt9fU0Des8nuSvDtDUKnQttSxvqQDwaRu+P14hMTyvlkyxt4oLa9MaoUMxw1Kwo3mys2NI2Hgjv3JFltkwMtswWt9Lz
vS/ckm/NfB8KKR5FNF5m2A22bttLWYL7psnv2MZVaYX+qcQphsdnu7h1yNgQiBTZgIANA5BeC71I6gbFZakDXdaY+9IX
pGbCSywgxt24Z/6Df9faCJvGNinq6bmFpa/ALGIPjk/j4BWDrxVh46M4l2sbaDEaB6Z8roWb73WvH8zpskCVkdMO9NQ== 

User Public Key (used to encrypt/decrypt) :199797412196 

Decrypted chain: 

239584861191002191280975423061868420105:164_c8b56SrkRADPyqWLO7yDT5v9oUcwaDF4oKHUT1R1ucSVKp67Gfyg
dB5SzHB7O+cI7T0F6C6E59fMNmszaF7JVabZ4S2FlYTyxIoM0D47mdlSFVsQ0huVK9NvjmIjpbS4Jp9gBgc+t7Uhb7d6rwp0
ng== 

… 

[intentional chunk] 

…. 

___User 1 signature validation___ 

User Public Key (used to encrypt/decrypt) :179359136135 

Decrypted chain: 

227513045666800227530559047085985563875:9_ 

Previous Signature 1 :227513045666800227530559047085985563875 

Previous Signature 2 :9 

Previous chain: null 

Signature Validation 

VALID Signature, using ElGamal Digital signature scheme. 

 =========================================== 

4.2.2. Negative Test Case 

The negative test case will be using 3 steps of signature and 4-step verification, but after user_2 signed the data, the signature 
will be changed on purpose, to get the negative result. The public and private keys will use the same key with a positive test 
case. Below is the test result:   
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TABLE III.  FAILED SIGNATURE PROCESS 

User 
Signature 

s1 s2 Encrypted Chain 

User
_1 

9586923035
6150147959
9483233445
99042072 

158 

DscMNJJa3jJ2W5P7qj
+vqHsbzZn8Ra+KXos
+EOhn2j7CC1InX4KH
FGssMbQqeQa9 

User
_2 

2850308327
2229452200
9875736100
378479805 

18890
7 

SSKwSTip+0AV5PSxli
thPDf1j+zeiE3arTE0eS
RnuEahnmZ+4nd7dN4
mO05yVowNDgHWBI
3aA+ba 
5Cn8Wo8Uu7FI2s9wdI
DmYJ18fOG6FTg93ys
Si4cWKOmao/IlCWQi
ULI1DCq4xkVMd2YR
KQY7Fw== 

User
_3 

Failed, caused by 
javax.crypto.IllegalBlockSizeException:  

 

4.3. Advantages and Limitations of Digital Signature Chain  

Digital signature chains have been applied in various contexts, including mobile applications [13], finance, healthcare, and 
government but it still needs further research on the application of this technology in many sectors where data security and 
integrity are of utmost importance. Kim [14] in his paper, proposed a hash chain-based electronic signature model to ensure 
authentication and integrity of routing and forwarding messages in a sensor network. That's because the public key-based digital 
signature has some disadvantages: it costs a lot to use, and it takes a long time during the process of generating and verifying 
digital signatures. Therefore, it is confirmed that this hash chain-based digital signature model is more proper in a sensor 
network where routing and forwarding messages can frequently happen. 

The basic advantage of using digital signatures is that there is a guarantee of the integrity of the data that is transmitted, but with 
the application of chain digital signatures, there are more advantages, namely that it is easy to track back to find out and ensure 
the previous data source and to find out how many times the data has been transmitted. Behind the gains, there is a disadvantage 
with the use of digital signatures, namely that the recipient must have the public key of each signer, which will require extra 
effort to keep all those public keys. 

V. CONCLUSION 

From the study conducted, it was found that the use of chain signatures will further improve the security and integrity of the 
data sent because each signature will also have the previous signature that was encrypted. This automatically improves data 
security and maintains the integrity of the transmitted data because the signature can be verified by the person who signed it for 
the first time so that the initial source of the data can be identified. Based on this study, future research may explore the use of a 
shared public key for multiple signers while still ensuring the ability to identify the individual who signed the data. 
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